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April 7, 1994

ATTN: Ms. Elizabeth Mann Borgese 
International Ocean Institute 
Daihousre University 
1226 LeMerchant Street 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Canada B3H 3P7

Dear Ms. Borgese.

Please find enclosed, a copy of our fully-executed licensing 
agreement for your files.

"The Discoverers" is due for release at the end of April and I will 
be sure to send you a copy then.

Many thanks for all your help and we look forward to the 
opportunity of working with again you in the near future.

4502 Dyer Street 

La Crescenta 

California 91214 

(818) 542-4200 

Fax (818) 542-4205



KNOWLEDGE ADVENTURE, INC. 
LICENSE AGREEMENT

Effective November 4, 1993, Knowledge Adventure Inc., ("Knowledge Adventure"), 
and ELIZABETH MANN BORGESE, (the "Licensor") agree as follows.

1. License. Licensor hereby grants to Knowledge Adventure a perpetual non - 
exclusive, worldwide, license to use, copy, modify, create derivative works of, sell, directly or 
indirectly distribute, display and perform the work of authorship identified on Exhibit A attached 
to this Agreement and any modifications or derivative works thereof (collectively, the "Licensed 
Media") as incorporated into, as part of or for use with products of Knowledge Adventure, 
whether or not incorporated into or with other works. To the extent allowed by law, this license 
includes moral rights anywhere in the world and Licensor further waives and consents to 
violation of any such moral rights and has obtained similar licenses, waivers and consents from 
any other person that may have moral rights. In connection with the license of Knowledge 
Adventure’s products to end users, Knowledge Adventure may sublicense the foregoing rights 
provided that users are not entitled to redistribute the Licensed Media as part of a library of clips 
to be used by others to create other productions. Licensor warrants that it has full ownership 
of all Licensed Media and all copyrights and other rights related thereto and that neither this 
license nor Knowledge Adventure’s exercise thereof will violate or infringe any third party 
rights. Knowledge Adventure agrees that the resolution for dispiay of the selected images shaii 
not exceed 640 x 480 pixels and will be encrypted in the software of Knowledge Adventure 
products. As a condition of the license, Licensor agrees to allow Knowledge Adventure to 
digitize Licensed Media utilizing photo CD format in such a manner as to retain the integrity 
and component elements of the original image. Licensor agrees that such digitizing of images 
to photo CD not above Level 3 (768 x 512) resolution will not constitute a usage as long as 
Knowledge Adventure does not use such digitized image(s) in their products.

2. Delivery. Licensor hereby grants a license to Knowledge Adventure free of 
charge for a one-time use of each image identified in exhibit A in connnection with a Knowledge 
Adventure product entitled,"THE DISCOVERERS".

3. Deliverables. The Licensed Media which has been selected by Knowledge 
Adventure and is described in Exhibit A.



4. Indemnification Licensor shall defend or settle, at its expense, any claim or suit 
against Knowledge Adventure or any customer or licensee arising out of or in connection with 
an assertion that the Licensed Media or the use thereof infringes any copyright, patent right or 
trademark right or is a misappropriation of a trade secret. Licensor shall indemnify and hold 
harmless Knowledge Adventure and its customers and licensees against and from damages, costs 
and attorneys’ fees in connection with such claim or suit and/or the amount of the settlement 
thereof; provided that Licensor shall have control of the defense and/or settlement thereof. 
However, Licensor is in no way authorized to agree to any settlement, compromise or the like 
which would require that Knowledge Adventure make any payment or bear other obligations 
without prior written approval of Knowledge Adventure. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
Licensor shall not have such indemnity obligation if and to the extent that such claim arises from 
modification of the Licensed Media by Knowledge Adventure, or combination of the Licensed 
Media with materials other than those supplied by Licensor where the alleged infringement or 
misappropriation relates to and would not have occurred but for such modification or 
combination.

In the event that the use of the Licensed Media is enjoined on account of a suit or claim 
referred to above, Licensor shall procure for Knowledge Adventure and its customers and 
licensees the right to continue exercising their licenses regarding the Licensed Media or, if such 
is not possible, Licensor shall refund to Knowledge Adventure the amounts paid by Knowledge 
Adventure hereunder.

5. Credits. Products of Knowledge Adventure that incorporate the Licensed Media, 
and user documentation provided by Knowledge Adventure for such products, may identify 
Licensor as the provider of the Licensed Media in such format and location as Knowledge 
Adventure snail determine in its sole discretion.

6. General. This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with 
the laws of the State of California. This Agreement contains the final, complete and exclusive 
agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter thereof, and supersedes all prior 
agreements or understandings (oral or written). If any provision of this Agreement shall be held 
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, that provision will be enforced to the 
maximum extent permissible and the remaining provisions will remain in full force and effect. 
No amendment or waiver of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and signed by 
both parties. Failure to act shall not be considered a waiver and no waiver of a right shall apply 
to any other right or circumstance. Neither party is the partner, joint venturer or agent of the 
other and neither has the authority or ability to bind the other. _

LICENSOR:
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EXHIBIT A

2 B & W photographs of Elizabeth Mann Borgese with Arli (P 33 & 34 of "THE WHITE 
SNAKE")
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March 22, 1994

International Ocean Institute 
ATTN: Ms. Elizabeth Mann Borgese 
Fax: 902-494-2034

Dear Ms. Borgese.

Please forgive me for not replying before now to the fax you sent 
me last month. We've been finishing up on our software program, 
"The Discoverers" and it's been long hours and long days.

Thank you so much for allowing us to use the photographs from your 
book, "The White Snake," for our project which I know you would 
like to know more about.
We are a division in a children's educational software company that 
takes film, in this case an IMAX film, puts it into the CD-ROM 
format and then creates an interactive program. With "The 
Discoverers", we took the recently released IMAX film of the same 
title which is based on the book by Pulitzer prizewinner, Daniel 
Bourstin. Our program runs the movie but at any point you can 
branch out into reference screens and learn more about the subject 
being discussed at that point in the film. In "The Discoverers" 
movie, there is a segment on the work of scientist, Louis Herman, 
who studies the intelligence and learning abilities of dolphins. 
You can branch out of the film at this point and then learn more 
about the study of interspecies communication. This is where you 
come in. We have a reference screen that explains your work with 
Arli and the photographs from 'The White Snake" accompany the text.

I lock forward to sending you a CD-ROM copy of "The Discoverers" 
when it becomes available sometime in April. You might be 
interested to knew that the director of our division, Roger 
Holzberg, has recently completed writing a forthcoming IMAX movie,

4.502 Dyer Street 
La Crescenta 
California 91214 

(018) 542-4200 x 
Fav Î818) ^42-4205



"The Living- Sea" which will be released in IMAX theaters this 
spring. It seems likely that we will then develop the interactive 
version and I hope we may have the opportunity to work with you 
again on that project.

Again, many thanks to you and Madeleine for all your help.

Verna Harvey 
Project Coordinator



KNOWLEDGE ADVENTURE, INC. 
LICENSE AGREEMENT

Effective November 4, 1993, Knowledge Adventure Inc., ("Knowledge Adventure"), 
and ELIZABETH MANN BORGESE, (the "Licensor") agree as follows.

1. License. Licensor hereby grants to Knowledge Adventure a perpetual non - 
exclusive, worldwide, license to use, copy, modify, create derivative works of, sell, directly or 
indirectly distribute, display and perform the work of authorship identified on Exhibit A attached 
to this Agreement and any modifications or derivative works thereof (collectively, the "Licensed 
Media") as incorporated into, as part of or for use with products of Knowledge Adventure, 
whether or not incorporated into or with other works. To the extent allowed by law, this license 
includes moral rights anywhere in the world and Licensor further waives and consents to 
violation of any such moral rights and has obtained similar licenses, waivers and consents from 
any other person that may have moral rights. In connection with the license of Knowledge 
Adventure’s products to end users, Knowledge Adventure may sublicense the foregoing rights 
provided that users are not entitled to redistribute the Licensed Media as part of a library of clips 
to be used by others to create other productions. Licensor warrants that it has full ownership 
of all Licensed Media and all copyrights and other rights related thereto and that neither this 
license nor Knowledge Adventure’s exercise thereof will violate or infringe any third party 
rights. Knowledge Adventure agrees that the resolution for display of the selected images shall 
not exceed 640 x 480 pixels and will be encrypted in the software of Knowledge Adventure 
products. As a condition of the license, Licensor agrees to allow Knowledge Adventure to 
digitize Licensed Media utilizing photo CD format in such a manner as to retain the integrity 
and component elements of the original image. Licensor agrees that such digitizing of images 
to photo CD not above Level 3 (768 x 512) resolution will not constitute a usage as long as 
Knowledge Adventure does not use such digitized image(s) in their products.

2. Delivery. Licensor hereby grants a license to Knowledge Adventure free of 
charge for a one-time use of each image identified in exhibit A in connnection with a Knowledge 
Adventure product entitled,"THE DISCOVERERS".

3. Deliverables. The Licensed Media which has been selected by Knowledge 
Adventure and is described in Exhibit A.



4. Indemnification Licensor shall defend or settle, at its expense, any claim or suit 
against Knowledge Adventure or any customer or licensee arising out of or in connection with 
an assertion that the Licensed Media or the use thereof infringes any copyright, patent right or 
trademark right or is a misappropriation of a trade secret. Licensor shall indemnify and hold 
harmless Knowledge Adventure and its customers and licensees against and from damages, costs 
and attorneys’ fees in connection with such claim or suit and/or the amount of the settlement 
thereof; provided that Licensor shall have control of the defense and/or settlement thereof. 
However, Licensor is in no way authorized to agree to any settlement, compromise or the like 
which would require that Knowledge Adventure make any payment or bear other obligations 
without prior written approval of Knowledge Adventure. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
Licensor shall not have such indemnity obligation if and to the extent that such claim arises from 
modification of the Licensed Media by Knowledge Adventure, or combination of the Licensed 
Media with materials other than those supplied by Licensor where the alleged infringement or 
misappropriation relates to and would not have occurred but for such modification or 
combination.

In the event that the use of the Licensed Media is enjoined on account of a suit or claim 
referred to above, Licensor shall procure for Knowledge Adventure and its customers and 
licensees the right to continue exercising their licenses regarding the Licensed Media or, if such 
is not possible, Licensor shall refund to Knowledge Adventure the amounts paid by Knowledge 
Adventure hereunder.

5. Credits. Products of Knowledge Adventure that incorporate the Licensed Media, 
and user documentation provided by Knowledge Adventure for such products, may identify 
Licensor as the provider of the Licensed Media in such format and location as Knowledge 
Adventure shall determine in its sole discretion.

6. General. This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with 
the laws of the State of California. This Agreement contains the final, complete and exclusive 
agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter thereof, and supersedes all prior 
agreements or understandings (oral or written). If any provision of this Agreement shall be held 
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, that provision will be enforced to the 
maximum extent permissible and the remaining provisions will remain in full force and effect. 
No amendment or waiver of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and signed by 
both parties. Failure to act shall not be considered a waiver and no waiver of a right shall apply 
to any other right or circumstance. Neither party is the partner, joint venturer or agent of the 
other and neither has the authority or ability to bind the other. _
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EXHIBIT A

2 B & W photographs of Elizabeth Mann Borgese with Arli (P 33 & 34 of ’’THE WHITE 
SNAKE")
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February 7, 1994

International Ocean Institute 
ATTN: Ms. Madeleine Coffen-Smout 
Fax: 902-494-2034
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Dear Madeleine,

4 d

out if we can go ahead with this idea.

Thanks for your letter of February 3rd, informing me that Ms. 
Mann is away until the end of the month. The 27th. is a little late 
but it would be fine if she could sign by fax for now so we can go 
ahead and ship the product. Then, when she returns, perhaps she 
could sign the two originals and return them to us.

I really appreciate your help in this. I will call you to find

HOM é" T€L .
4502 Dyer Street 

La Crescents 
California 91214 

(8181 542-4200 ?( I ? ?

Fax (818) 542-4*85 C /-V -7-5



3rd, February, 1994

Ms. Verna Harvey 
Project Co-ordinator 
Knowledge Adventure Inc.
4502 Dyer Street 
La Crescenta 
California 91214 
U.S.A.

Dear Ms. Harvey,

Thank you for your letter of 28th January, together with "The White Snake" and two copies of 
the licensing agreement. I’m glad the book was of use to you, and am intrigued at the idea of 
seeing the CD-ROM version in due course.

With regards to the licensing agreement, what is your deadline for having the signature? 
Elisabeth is out of the country at the moment, and isn’t expected back until 27th February. Is 
that going to be a problem? If so, does she have to sign it herself, or can she delegate someone 
else to do it? Would a faxed version be acceptable if you were able to reach her that way?

If we don’t hear anything from you, we’ll assume the papers can wait until the end of the 
month. However, if you need an earlier signature, do get in touch and we’ll see what we can 
do.

Hope California has recovered from the earthquake. At least you don’t have endless 
snow/subarctic temperatures like some strange countries I could mention ...!

Regards.

DFN/7

Yours sincerely,

Madeleine Coffen-Smout 
Programme Assistant
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January 28th. 1994

International Ocean Institute 
ATTN: Ms. Madeleine Coffen-Smout 
Dalhousie University 
1226 LeMarchant Street 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Canada, B3H 3P7

Dear Madeleine,

Following our conversation earlier this week, please find enclosed 
Elizabeth Mann Borgese's book, "The White Snake".

Thank you so much for all your help. Our program, "The 
Discoverers", is in it's final stages and we are delighted with the 
way it has turned out. Ms.Borgese's photographs made ann important 
contribution and we look forward to sending you the CD-rom version 
when available, hopefully the end of February.

As we discussed, I am also enclosing two copies of our licensing 
agreement, giving us formal permission to use the pictures in the 
product. Would you be so kind as to have Ms. Borgese look this 
over, sign both copies and return to us. We will then send a fully 
executed copy for your files. Just so you know, we are only using 
the photographs in this program and they will not be used for any 
advertising or promotional purposes without Ms. Borgese's consent.

If you should have any questions, please call me at 818-542-4200 
x 197. I can also be faxed at 818-542-4475.

Again, many thanks and I look forward to working with you again in 
the future.

4502 Dyer Street 

La Crescenta 

California 91214 

(818) 542-4200 

Fax (818) 542-4205

n d i  v e y
Project Coordinator



11th, January, 1994

Verna Harvey - Film Group 
Knowledge Adventure 
4502 Dyer Street 
LaCrescenta, California 
USA 91214

Dear Ms. Harvey,

We recently realized that you still had the copy of Elisabeth Mann Borgese’s book, the White 
Snake which we sent you in mid November. If you are still in the midst of using it, that’s fine - 
I’m glad it is of such use to you! - but could you perhaps drop us a quick note to let us know 
when we might expect it back. If you have already finished with it, could we ask you to return 
it to us, as it is our only copy. Thank you very much.

I hope your project is going well, and look forward to seeing the end results.

Best wishes.

Yours sincerely,

Madeleine Coffen-Smout 
Programme Assistant



November 18, 1993

Verna Harvey-Film Group 
Knowledge Adventure 
4502 Dyer Street 
LaCrescenta, California 
USA 91214

Dear Ms. Harvey:

Further to our telephone conversations, I am forwarding, on loan, a copy of Elisabeth 
Mann Borgese’s book the White Snake. I trust that you will find it both informative and useful 
for your Discovers project.

I will brief Dr. Borgese concerning your project, which sounds very interesting indeed. 
If we can be of further assistance please do not hesitate to contact us. We certainly looking 
forward to receiving a copy of the fruits of your labour.

Yours truly,

Enclosure

Margaret J. Wood 
Director


